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India’s logistics sector was valued at US$ 160 billion in 2018 and is expected to grow to US$ 215 billion by 2020. Today, almost 90% 
of cargo movement is handled by roadways and railways in the country. Globally, India has the 2nd largest road network and the 
3rd largest rail network. It enjoys a 7,516 km long coastline and 18,000 km of inland waterways. 

Optimum use of major physical infrastructure, appropriate positioning of intermediate logistic frameworks and seamless 
convergence of all stakeholders will help in achieving cost and time efficiency as well as minimization of in-transit losses which is 
currently, 40% of agriculture production1. 

Over the last decade, the logistics sector has witnessed significant focus from Central and State governments to improve efficiency. 
Key improvement initiatives kicked off with development of 5,846 km seamless road connectivity under the Golden Quadrilateral 
and proposal of dedicated rail corridor connectivity initiatives, such as 3,200 km Dedicated Freight Corridor (Western and Eastern). 

Central initiatives such as, Bharatmala and Sagarmala with investment of US$ 220 billion, are some of other major steps to 
integrate logistics infrastructure. In addition, the upcoming National Logistics Policy is likely to be another catalyst to boost the 
sector with multi modal connectivity, technology driven monitoring and standardization. To avail optimum use of this major 
infrastructure, hinterland logistics framework and facilities are essential. These include the Multi Modal Logistics Park / Zone, SEZ 
and FTWZ, Warehouse, Industrial Zone/ Park, Container Freight Station/ Inland Container Depot, Private Freight Terminal and Cold 
storage/ chain facilities. The sector deserves more focus on reducing road dependency from 60% to global average of 30%-40% in 
modal transport by creating more rail linked/ multi modal hinterland logistics infrastructure. 

The logistics sector in India has seen extraordinary growth from 2010 to 2018. The overall warehousing stock in the top 8 cities in 
the country has increased by almost 3 times during the same period. We also see an increasing focus on Grade A warehousing 
developments in comparison to the Grade B developments which were seen around 2010. We estimate that warehousing stock in 
the top 8 cities in India would reach 344 mn sq ft by 2022 from the earlier 169 mn sq ft in 2018.  

Through this report we provide stakeholders with not only a wholesome view of the past, but also an idea of what 
lies ahead from the policy as well as the real estate perspective. In addition, it critically appraises the central and 
state logistics policies, which are likely to be the guiding factor behind the industry’s growth going forward. 

We expect the sector to attract more investments in the near future and see promising times for hinterland 
logistics and specialised storage facilities. Happy reading!

Preface

1GOODS ON THE MOVE” report by NITI Aayog, September 2018

Ramesh Nair
CEO & Country Head
JLL, India
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Foreward

The Government of India has been consistently working towards improving the transport infrastructure in the country. The country 
boasts of having the second-largest road network in the world, spanning a total of 5.5 million km. The pioneering Bharatmala 
Pariyojana will strengthen the highways network with a focus on optimising the efficiency of freight and passenger movement across 
the country through the development of economic corridors, inter-corridors and feeder routes, besides enhance   corridor efficiency 
and addressing connectivity connectivity issues for these corridors. Meanwhile, the government aims to boost corporate investment 
in roads and shipping sector through the introduction of business-friendly strategies. Already, a large number of private players have 
shown interest in the public-private partnership model. The Draft National Logistics policy is expected to help overcome several 
obstacles in attracting private investment into the logistics infrastructure segment.

The proposed policy will also explore the integrated development of multi-modal logistics parks to promote the movement of goods 
for trade purposes. At present, several ministries including railways, shipping and the Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion are 
developing as many as 35 such parks. However, there are cases where two different departments are developing such parks at the 
same location, resulting in duplication of infrastructure. The government is looking to set up a single authority for the approval of these 
parks; set common standards; fix the time frame for completion of projects; and areas where they can be constructed.

The logistics sector is one of the most important accelerators of trade in the country. Unfortunately, different segments of the logistics 
value chain are being managed by a multitude of ministries including Road Transport & Highways, Shipping, Railways, Civil Aviation, 
D/o Posts, Commerce & Industry, Finance and Home Affairs. The industry hopes that, with the introduction of the National Logistics 
Policy, the government will be able to  coordinate the policies and address a majority of the industry’s concerns. CILT India is the first-
choice professional body for those associated with the supply chain, logistics and transport industries in the  
country. The CILT India Expo 2019 offers a platform for open dialogue & idea-sharing between the government, 
corporates and various segments of the logistics industry on issues related to logistics and transport. The expo 
provides an excellent opportunity for the release of research papers that enhance the knowledge of the industry 
and help it to better understand government policies.

My heartiest congratulations to JLL for preparing a highly informative White Paper on such relevant subjects.  
The observations will play a vital role in guiding the industry towards the dynamics of the sector.

Shri Prem Behl
Chairman, Exhibitions 
India Group

Shri Shanti Narain
National Chairman, 
CILT India

India has witnessed significant economic development over the last few years that has impacted many associated segments, 
including the logistics sector. As a result, there has been a rise in the volume of freight traffic, generating new opportunities in all areas 
of logistics, including transportation, warehousing, freight forwarding, express cargo delivery, container services, shipping services, etc.  

The logistics sector, however, largely unorganised, results in fragmentation of the services provided to various industries. The 
Government of India hopes to address this hurdle with the help of a proposed National Logistics Policy, which will play a critical role 
in promoting seamless movement of goods across the country. The policy also focuses upon increasing warehousing capacity, and 
identifying gaps to help bring down the cost of logistics for all. Presently, the cost of logistics in India is about 14% of the GDP, which is 
far higher as compared to other countries, and impacts the competitiveness of domestic goods in the international markets. 

The sector is currently valued at $160 billion, and estimated to grow to $215 billion by 2022; providing an efficient and effective flow 
of goods and services across the country, and employment to up to 40 million work force. The White Paper prepared by JLL critically 
discusses the Draft National Logistics Policy and how it would impact the sector in the coming times. The paper offers in-depth 
analysis of the country’s preparedness of the Hub-and-Spoke model in the logistics sector, and how one can reduce dependency 
upon India’s extensive road network for cargo transportation. India has the second-largest road network in the 
world, spanning a total of 5.5 million km, that transports around 65% of all goods and 90% of the total passenger 
traffic. CILT India expo’s partnership with JLL India, the Indian arm of the leading American real estate company, 
presents new opportunities for both organisations to share best practices and industry experiences. We 
hope our association and the resultant White Paper will not only be appreciated by the industry, but also 
be recognised for its value content. We expect this relationship to allow more such research papers to be 
developed in the future.  
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The Decadal Evolution

2010 (Completed/ Proposed/ 
Partly Completed Projects)

Major Infrastructure improved significantly
Over the past decade, India has improved its logistics infrastructure capacity. During this period, the length of operational National 
Highways has doubled from 71,000 km to 142,000 km. Indian Railways has seen 40% growth in cargo handling during the same 
period clearly indicating acceptability of rail connectivity as modal transport. In addition, Cargo handling in Indian ports also grew at 
45% with non-major ports contributing the most. 

3Indian Ports are broadly classified as Major Ports and Non-Major Ports. Major Ports are under the administrative control of Government of India while the Non-major ports are governed by the 
respective Maritime State Governments
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PORTS: Number of Port -12+187 
Cargo Handled -  561 million MT (Major port), 850 million 
MT (All port)

ROADWAYS: Length - 4,582 (thousand km)  
National Highway - 71 thousand km

RAILWAYS: Track Km - 114 (thousand km)  
Cargo handled - 892 million MT

• Major part of the Golden Quadrilateral Project (total 
project length 5846 km) is operational from 2010

• 3200 km Dedicated Freight Corridor (Western and 
Eastern) initiated around 2010 

• Budgetary Allocation for Infrastructure: INR 1.73 
Lakh Crore” (46% of total plan expenditure)  
(source: Union Budget Speech 2010-11)

Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor

Western Dedicated Freight Corridor

Golden Quadrilateral

Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor

Major ports

Major Nodes
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2019-20 (Proposed/ Partly Completed Projects)

PORTS: Number of Port -12+200
Cargo Handled -  581 million MT (Major port), 1,053 million MT (All port)

ROADWAYS: Length - 4,572 (thousand km)  
National Highway 98 thousand km

RAILWAYS: Track Km - 118 (thousand km)  
Cargo handled - 1,101 million MT

SAGARMALA: US$120 billion Sagarmala Programme initiated in 2015

Budgetary Allocation for Infrastructure: INR 3.18 Lakh Crore (68% of total plan expenditure)” 
(source: Union Budget Speech 2015-16)

PORTS: Number of Port - 12+205
Cargo Handled - 699 million MT (Major port), 1,229 
million MT (All port)

ROADWAYS: Length - 5,594 (thousand km)  
National Highway 142 thousand km

RAILWAYS: Track Km - 123 (thousand km)  
Cargo handled - 1,221 million MT
BHARATMALA: US$100 billion Programme initiated in 2017

Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor

Western Dedicated Freight Corridor

Golden Quadrilateral

Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor

Chennai Bengaluru Industrial corridor

Mumbai Bengaluru Economic Corridor

Amritsar Delhi Kolkata Industrial Corridor

East Coast Economic Corridor

Major ports

Major Nodes

East-West Dedicated Freight Corridor

Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor

East Coast Dedicated Freight Corridor

South West Dedicated Freight Corridor

Western Dedicated Freight Corridor

Golden Quadrilateral

North-South Dedicated Freight Corridor

Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor

Chennai Bengaluru Industrial corridor

Mumbai Bengaluru Economic Corridor

Amritsar Delhi Kolkata Industrial Corridor

East Coast Economic Corridor

Major ports

Major Nodes

(source: Union Budget 2019-20)

• 3,200 km Dedicated Freight Corridor (Western and Eastern) which  
was initiated around 2010 is partially in operation in 2019

• 6,776 km DFC is proposed in 2016 to connect East-West, North-South, East Coast and South-West part of the country

• Budgetary Allocation for Infrastructure: INR 4.70 Lakh Crore (53% of total plan expenditure) 
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Indian Economy and its Logistics Pattern

Up 14 Ranks in 2019India Rank

63

LPI Rank

44

Improved Ease of Doing Business 

Robust Policy Framework

Digital India Initiative

Make in India Initiative

RERA and REIT

Reduction in Corporate Taxes

GST Implementation

Skill India Initiative

Economic Scenario

Indian Economy is currently one of the 
most attractive destination in global 
investment perspective. Proactive 
government initiatives through various 
international forum is supporting the 
country’s popularity in global investment 
platform. Resultant, India is heading 
towards achieving the feat of 5th major 
economy of the world.

Source: World Bank, 2018

Growing Indian Economy
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Modal Efficiency Indicators from Indian Context 

Logistics Modal Split  

Selection of modal transport is very important 
in servicing consumers requirement and 
minimising logistics cost. While in India, as 
much as three-fifths of transport happens 
through roadways, the share of the same 
mode is far higher than some other major 
economies. In these countries various 
hinterland logistics infrastructure facilitates 
consolidation of cargo, manages “Hub and 
Spoke Model” and focuses on aggressive use 
of modern technology & efficient material 
handling equipment. 

The reason India relies so much 
on roads, in spite of higher per 
unit cost, is because of the 
network is more reliable and 
consistent than other modes of 
transport. Factors such as last-
mile connectivity, time taken 
by other modes of transport, 
availability of specialised 
storage facilities and limited 
coordination among road, rail 
and waterways have led to 
greater dependence on roads in 
India. For achieving reduction 
in road dependency, it is very 
important to gain consistency 
in other modes of transport for 
cargo movement. 

India is dependent on highest tonne KM cost for moving its cargo 

Source: Nomura
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Model Efficiency Indicators

Air

Water

Rail

Road

Tn-Km Cost (INR)

0.25

1.41

2.58

4.82

Capacity (Tn)

50,000

2,200

25

110

Average Speed (Km/hr)

25

24

12

750

4JLL Research
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The perception of user and occupiers are changing for logistics on a global and national level. Over 
the last decade, stakeholders started thinking on the benefits accrued to technical specifications 
of storage spaces, designated warehouse spaces and alternative transport modes for achieving 
efficiency, maintaining safety and consolidation in their cargo movement. The Matching of Hinterland 
Infrastructure with designated Storage Space through the logistics networks is the determining factor 
to curb the share of road in modal transportation in near future. 

Hinterland Infrastructures - Certain hinterland infrastructures have immense potential in 
diminishing dependency on Road for cargo movement in India. The facilities that are pre-dominantly 
linked with Port, Airport, Road and Railways could play significant impact on determination of modal 
split in India’s domestic cargo movement. Some of the prominent infrastructures are:

Indian Economy and its 
Logistics Pattern

Special Economic Zones 
(SEZ) & Free Trade 

Warehousing Zone (FTWZ)

Cold StoragesSilos Warehouse

Container Freight 
Stations (CFS)/ Inland 
Container Depot (ICD)

Inland Waterways 
Terminals (IWT)

Private Freight 
Terminals (PFT)

Logistics and Storage - The Warehousing segment of the Indian Logistics Sector is moving towards 
organised and sophistication in built space. This has resulted in Grade A warehouse spaces being 
in high priority for development as well as in select occupiers’ preferences. In addition, beyond 
conventional warehouse spaces, new forms of storage spaces for special products are also coming up 
of the age. They include:
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Hinterland Infrastructures
Inland Waterways

The National Waterways Act, 2016 has been enacted to provide for the regulation and development of the national waterways for 
the purposes of shipping and navigation in March 2016

• 111 waterways with length of 18000 km has been notified as National Waterways 

• Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI) is the statutory authority in charge of the waterways in India

• World Bank and other agencies/ vessel operators have taken key initiative to explore India’s waterway opportunity

• Jal Marg Vikas Project is operational to explore River Ganga (NW -1) between Varanasi to Haldia for navigation of large vessels upto 
1500- 2000 tonnes weight

• PepsiCo, JSW, Maruti are the few brands who have started inland waterways for their cargo movement throught NW 1

• Indo-Bangladesh protocol route and Brahmaputra river (NW – 2) cargo movement via has started from West Bengal’s Haldia 

• Bulk Cargo, Containerised Cargo and Building Materials are the few major commodity which attracts inland waterways a lot for 
their movement

• Approx. INR 5,300 Crore investment is in pipeline for development multi modal terminal, RO-RO  jetty etc. for NW – 1 section.

5Ro – Ro : Roll On – Roll Off
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EXIM cargo is predominantly being handled in these facilities. And CFS/ ICDs can be termed as “Self-contained Customs 
Station” in hinterland beyond main port/ airport or land port location. 

Land Area 30-50 acre

Multi Modal Connectivity Rail and Road Connectivity is preferred

Proximity
Within 5-10 km radium from production point for Export Cargo 
Within 2-3 km radius from Port/ Airport for Import Cargo

Project Planning
Volume of Cargo and Nature of Cargo determines the project plan, design and involvement of 
material handling equipment

Why It Is Important These facilities help to handled customs compliance more efficient manner

CFS/ ICD

The facility is significantly helpful to reduce cargo congestion in port/ airport location and its can also be used for 
intermediate storage destination for EXIM cargo. Ministry of Commerce is the nodal body for required notification along 
with other ministries like Ministry of Railways, Civil Aviation etc.

Some of the preferred requirements (subject to project viability) for setting up CFS and ICDs in India

More than 300 
stations are 

notified all over 
India

10% of India’s EXIM Cargo, 
which is US$ 86 Billion (in 

Value terms) is handled by the 
CFS/ ICDs in 2018 - 19

Tamil Nadu (23%), Maharashtra 
(19%) and Gujarat (14%) are 3 
major states accommodating 

existing CFSs/ ICDs

21% of India’s CFSs/ ICDs 
are located in landlocked 

states without coastal 
proximity
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Private Freight Terminal
Rail-linked logistics infrastructure for handling domestic cargo 

Land Area 30-50 acre (for 2-3 siding track)

Multi Modal Connectivity
Rail and Road Connectivity is mandatory. Port/ Airport/ Waterways connectivity is additional 
preference

Proximity Within 2-3 km from operational rail station 

Project Planning
Volume of Cargo and Nature of Cargo determines the project plan, design and involvement 
of material handling equipment

Why It Is Important
These facilities help to consolidate cargo at loading point and increase efficiency at 
unloading point because of its rail linkage

Additional Benefits Conventionally, PFT destinations becomes warehousing destination for the near vicinity
6Freight Marketing Circular no. 5 of 2012
7https://www.business-standard.com/article/indian-railways/indian-railways-plans-to-share-revenue-with-private-freight-terminals-118123100034_1.html

Private Freight Terminal Scheme 
2015 issued by Ministry of 

Railways  is aiming to stimulate 
development of privately owned 
freight terminals for dealing with 

railway’s cargo traffic

58 units notified 
as private freight 

terminals in 
2018, handling 

15 million tonnes 
(MT) of cargo 

PPP model is being encouraged by 
Government of India, to achieve higher 
share of Railways in cargo movement 
with network connecting all parts of 

the country and private container train 
operations in cargo movement

100% FDI is allowed 
under prevailing 

policy in this 
segment which 

shall be attractive to 
foreign investors

Some of the preferred requirements (subject to project viability) for setting up Private Freight Terminals in India
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Logistics & Storage
SEZ and FTWZ

In India, globally accepted term “Free Zone” is governed under Special Economic Zone (SEZ) Act 2005 and its subsequent 
amendment and related rules and regulations. Theoretically, SEZ is a notified customs bonded zone where goods and services 
can be manufactured for efficient handling of foreign trade. And, Government of India is focusing majorly on increase of its export 
to minimize trade deficit and to brand India as major production hub for global supply. To achieve this, SEZ and FTWZ shall play a 
crucial role. 

SEZ
SEZ in India is still evolving and efficient connectivity is one of the key reason supporting future growth. In India, currently, 68 privately 
developed manufacturing SEZ is notified and operational apart from State sponsored SEZs. Due to constraints in availability of 
contiguous land as per the requirement of SEZ act (50 hectares for single product and 500 hectares for multi product), most of these 
SEZ are positioned with limited logistics facility. 

Multi modal connectivity & contiguous land area are the key factors behind success of SEZ in India

Number 
of SEZ

9723, 13%

145, 68%

62500, 87%

68, 32%

SEZ Area (Acres)

SEZ Connectivity Story

SEZ Size Story

Non-Manufacturing SEZ
Manufacturing SEZ

Exports: 
(Cum. as on June 2019)

All SEZ:

3.33 INR lakh crore

Manufacturing SEZ:

1.61 INR lakh crore

Average NH Connectivity 9kms

Average Rail Connectivity 16kms

Avarege Airport Connectivity 63kms

Average Port Connectivity  216kms

Note: (NH <=10 km and Other <=5 km); Multimodal (close access to 3 or more modal connectivity)

Model Connectivity for Manufacturing SEZ in India

SEZ Size (Acres)

No. of Manufacturing 
SEZ in India 50

0-1,000

12

1,000-3,000

5

3,000-5,000

1

5,000+
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The Free Trade & Warehousing Zones (FTWZ) mentioned in The Special Economic Zone SEZ Act, 2005 as a special facility. Container 
dominated ports have huge potential to have FTWZ facility in its hinterland

8JNPT - Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust

FTWZ

FTWZs 
Key Operational/ Proposed

FTWZ Differential
FTWZ is designated as a deemed foreign territory & are envisaged to be integrated zones & to be used as International Trading Hubs.

FTWZ Bonded Facility

Long Term Storage Provision with Duty and Tax Deferment (up to 5 years)

Partial Sell after Break Bulking

CKD Assembly

Short term storage at lower cost with duty deferment

Provision for products exposition/ demonstration giving exposure to 
latest product developments

Provision for Value Added Services (VAS), such as sampling, mixing, 
sorting, cleaning, repacking, labelling, testing, branding, exhibition, etc. 

• Trading Hub in Foreign Trade

• Handle foreign cargo within Indian Territory without major 
compliance hindrances  
Hinterlands of Chennai Port and Nhava Sheva (JNPT)8 has 
operational FTWZ facilities

• Minimum 40 hectare land area (as per SEZ act) is required 
for development of standalone FTWZ and proximity import 
port is preferred 

Arshiya, Khurja

KANDLA

KANDLA
MMTC & ILFS*

MUNDRA
Adani, Mundra*

Avash Logistics, Kutch

MUMBAI

MANGALURU

JNPT
Arshiya, Sai

DPW, JNPT*

Raj Infra, Thane Arshiya, Nagpur

NMICT, Thane

MORMUGAO
Redi Port, Redi

ISPRL, Padur

Cochin Port Trust

GOA

KOCHI

TUTICORIN

CHENNAI
ENNORE

NDR, Ponneri

J Matadee, Chennai
DP World, 

Manali

Lepakshi, AnantapurVikram Logisitics, Ponneri

Venkatesh Coke, Ponneri

Sri City* 

VISAKHAPATNAM

PARADIP

KOLKATA
HALDIA

Major ports

FTWZs (Operational/Proposed)

FTWZs Approved with limited development

*Part of Multi-product FTWZs
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One of the major causes of high inventory costs is inventory loss & loss rates in perishable supply chains are high, up to 40% for 
agricultural goods. The total value of India’s wasted fruit and vegetables is INR 44,000 crore per year & 25% of the vaccines get 
wasted before reaching its destination to use. Positioning of Cold Storage facility is key logistics infrastructure to minimise the loss.

Cold Storage

Total Cold Storage Capacity 100%

25% of the storage is used for storing multiple items

75% of the storage is used for storing storing horticulture 
crops including  potatoes 1

Frozen (below - 18 degree C)
Frozen vegetables and fruit | Other items like 
-ice-cream, butter, fish and meat products.

Chill (0 - 10 degree C)
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables | Fresh meat | 
Fish | Dairy | Pharmaceutical 

Mild Chill (10 - 20 degree C)
Sub-tropical fruits | Dairy products | 
Chocolate | Seeds

• Technical specification of cold storage space and 
temperature  
benchmarking depends on nature products to be 
stored (e.g. Pharma product, Fruits, Vegetables, 
Processed Food etc.)

• In India around 7845 cold storage is currently 
operational with storage capacity of 35.88 million 
tonne

• Ministry of Food Processing Industries, 
Government of India launches a dedicated 
Scheme of Integrated Cold Chain & Value Addition 
Infrastructure 

• Till now 313 such project is approved (till 
31.102019) under the Scheme  
with an estimated project cost and Government 
Grants Rs. 8661 Crore  
and Rs. 2409 Crore respectively

• 50% of such projects are concentrated at Andhra 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and 
Uttarakhand

• Preferably, 3-5 acre plot in close proximity 
distribution/ production point can be developed 
as a sustainable cold storage facility and 
availability of matching freezer vans is essential 
for movement of cargo 

This 25% storage caters to storage of high value commodity 
and hence it has high investment potential for private players 
due to the higher rental yield associated with it compared to 

government public storages
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A specialised storage facility for storage of bulk cargo like food grains, coal, cement, steel, etc. Food Corporation of India 
(FCI), Central Warehousing Corporation (CWC) and state distribution agencies are the few agencies active in operation 
of silos in India. Adani Agri Logistics, LT Foods, National Collateral Management Ltd, Shree Kartikeyan Industries are 
some of the major private sector operators in silo operation

• Private sector participation are being planned for inclusion of modern technology and efficient material handling 
system by government bodies 

• 100 lakh MT - Government of India has planned to add capacity for specialised Silo facility across India  

• Punjab, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra are the few front runner states for expanding silo facility in their territory 

• Adequate rail linkage in close proximity is one of the key pre-requisite for setting up silos over 20 to 30 acre land area

Some of the preferred requirements (subject to project viability) for setting up Silos in India

Land Area 30-50 acre 

Multi Modal Connectivity Multi modal connectivity predominantly rail and road is essential

Proximity At feasible railway siding distance  

Project Planning
Volume of Cargo and Nature of Cargo determines the project plan, design, internal 
infrastructure, nature of construction and involvement of material handling 
equipment

9As per Department of Food and Public Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affair

Silos
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Warehousing

Warehousing is an organised real estate asset class in 
India. Real estate developers are far more inclined 
towards including warehousing in their portfolio. 
Planned developments with focus on desired 
technical parameters like height, floor load, fire 
protection, loading/ unloading platforms etc. 
are becoming essential requisite for new-age 
warehousing and it would expand Indian 
Logistics sector by 500% growth in overall 
stock by 2020 compared to 2010. In spite of 
increase in construction cost, incremental 
revenue opportunity supported 
by the presence of multinational 
occupiers escalates interest in Indian 
Warehouse segment.

India Warehouse - 
the Growth Story
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Overall Stock (msf)

2010 2015 2020

2010 2015 2020

2010 2015 2020

2010 2015 2020

56
Estimated

10

N/A
due to absence 

of Grade A 
properties

104

13.5

18.0

258
Projected

18

22.5
Projected

Average Grade A10 
Rent (INR/ sq ft/ month)

Average Grade B7 Rent (INR/ sq ft/ month)

Cost of Construction (Grade A) INR/ sq ft

10Grade A and B warehouse definition as per JLL Industrial services, India

800-950
for Grade B

1,100 - 
1,250

1,300 - 
1,500

Projected
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India Warehousing 
Indian Warehouse has become one of the most attractive real estate asset class for domestic and foreign investors. It also has a 
sustainable growth map in near future considering the under construction projects. During last 5 years (2015 – YTD 2019), demand 
and supply both exhibits consistent growth in absorption and addition of Grade A and B warehouses. Over the time, Grade A type 
warehouse facility with large land area is pre-dominantly proposed and developed to cater to their occupiers. 
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Demand Outstripping Supply

56%  
in 2018 of the total 

32 Mn sq.ft of industrial 
and logistics leases 
were concluded in 

GRADE  
A spaces

24.1 msf  
Transacted till 

3Q2019 continuing 
the momentum

32
Mn. Sq. ft.

Annual WH 
Absorption 2018

2015

10.2

4.9 5.3

2016

5.6 7.6

13.2

2017

9.8 9.9

19.7

2018

14.117.7

31.8

CAGR 33.81%

~38
Mn. Sq. ft.

Expected WH 
Absorption 2019

Growth of Warehousing Stock
28.70%

Grade A

CAGR, 15-18

12.34%

Grade B

CAGR, 15-18

17.62%
Grade B

CAGR, 15-18

Double
Supply to 
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Source: JLL Industrial Services Research

Rental Index & Vacancy

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019*

100 109
122

127 133Rental Index with 2015 as base

13%
12% 11%

9% 9%

Vacancy Rate (%)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019*
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Regional Perspective - India Warehouse
India Scenario

Source: JLL Industrial Services Research

Location Client Area (Sq.ft)
Becharaji Suzujyo 100,000
Kheda Coldman Logistics 100,000
Changodar FCS 50,000

Location Client Area (Sq.ft)
Gurgaon/NH-08 Stellar 600,000
Gurgaon/NH-08 Delhivery 600,000
Gurgaon/NH-08 Rhenus Logistics 300,000

Location Client Area (Sq.ft)
Chakan First Cry 350,000
Chakan Rolls Royce 160,000
Chakan Sigma Electric 130,000

Location Client Area (Sq.ft)
Patancheru Dmart 300,000
Shamshabad Ecommerce Player 240,000
Medchal Big Basket 150,000

Location Client Area (Sq.ft)
Bhiwandi DHL 250,000
Bhiwandi Ecommerce Player 350,000
Bhiwandi Best Seller  250,000

Location Client Area (Sq.ft)
NH-02 Reliance 200,000
NH-02 Aditya Birla 100,000
NH-02 Honda 100,000

Location Client Area (Sq.ft)
Cholavaram D.B Schenker 200,000
Irrungattukottai Kubota 160,000
Oragadam TVS Logistics 108,000

Location Client Area (Sq.ft)
Mysore Road FKI 65,000
Hosur Road Maruti Logistics 250,000
Hoskote Ecommerce Player 630,000

45.8msf 29%

Delhi NCR

19.8msf 53%

Kolkata
10.2msf 42%

Ahmedabad

36.7msf 21%

Mumbai

22.2msf 65%

Pune
17.4msf 40%
Hyderabad

26.9msf 39%

Bengaluru 19.7msf 62%

Chennai

Total Stock Share of Grade A stock
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Source: JLL Industrial Services Research

Rapidly Changing Occupier Dynamics

• The overall transaction has increased significantly y-o-y
• The share of absorption in Grade A went up to 50% compared to 40% last year
• 3rd Party Logistics Players (3PL) are rapidly growing their share supported by the growth of in core logistics delivery as well as 

growth in ecommerce deliveries not managed by large marketplaces
• Ecommerce sector is also witnessing stable growth on the back consumption demand across the country
• While, all the other sectors has not witnessed any noteworthy change, Auto & Ancillary sector witnessed a dip owing to leveraging 

the potential of 3PL managing the product

3PL/ Logistics

Auto & Ancillary

E-commerce

Engineering

FMCG

Home & Construction

Others

Retail

Telecom & White Goods

1%

5%

12%

7%

28%

10%

20%

11%

4%

2018  
(till Q3) Share   

16.7  
mn sq. ft.

2019  
(till Q3) Share   

24.1  
mn sq. ft.

2%
1%

7%
5%

44%

3%21%

13%

4%
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11Government Agencies like >20 government agencies, 40 Partnering Government Agencies, 37 Export Promotion Councils

The key takeaways from the policy

Key Focus Aim of the Policy Impact

Digitisation

Intervention for time efficiency, real-time 
tracking and procedural compliances 
through E-tolling, electronic documentation, 
digital verification

Developer: Develop digitally compliant spaces with in-house 
Command Centre
Occupier: Plan for central control over Warehousing and Cargo 
Movement

E-marketplace

Digital platform for MSME2 for providing 
single window certification, transparent price 
recovery and direct access to consumers 
barring intermediaries.

Developer: Increased potential customer base from MSME
Occupier: Medium /Small investors avail organized space at 
delivery point

Data Analytics 
Centre

Online portal to collect, collate and preserve 
all logistics data in product value chain of 
India.

Developer: Investment decisions should be more authentic 
backed by absolute data and in line with the supply chain trend 
of prospective tenants.

Occupier: Big data emerges as an authentic decision making tool 
to identify best-suited storage point

Ecommerce 
Logistics

Emphasis on Ecommerce and 3PL sectors for 
first/last mile connectivity by strengthening 
transportation/storage infrastructure, multi 
modal facilities, standardising logistics chain 

Developer: As demand spread to Tier II and Tier III cities, 
developers can consider taking up speculative positions.

Occupier: Bring in efficiency in cargo movement and reduced 
dwell time in interstate movement

Comprehensive 

Dedicated Logistics Wing under Ministry, 
Integrated National Logistics Action Plan 
and composite development plan amongst 
various Ministries and State Governments 

Developer:Sectoral consolidation and demand escalation for 
organized warehousing 

Occupier: Enabling environment with increased logistics 
efficiency and minimizing transit losses

Impetus to 
Development

International best practices and formation 
of Centre for Trade Facilitation & Logistics 
Excellence for removal of bottlenecks  in 
overall logistics value chain

Developer: Need to develop facilities compliant to handle partial 
/ full automation and robotic technology on infra-logistics front.  

Occupier: Easy access to modern technology and compliant real 
estate assets

Support 
Infrastructure

New avenues in logistics value chain like 
coastal shipping, inland waterways, air cargo 
complex, upgradation of LCS/ ICP, cost effect 
green logistics 

Developer: Alternative investment destination would arise 
considering alternative cargo handling locations and modes.

Occupier: Can consider consolidation of compatible storage 
locations & spaces by cost analysis

Alternative 
Funding

Sponsored Logistics Fund for VGF, first/ last 
mile connectivity, remote area connectivity 
and Start-up Acceleration Fund for inclusion 
of modern technology 

Developer:Shall might get better external infrastructure for their 
investment destination in the form of last mile connectivity

Occupier: Efficient infrastructure and start-ups in this space will 
facilitate efficient supply chain planning

Warehousing 
special focus

Promotion of organised and standardised 
warehousing space with modern facilities 
and services, are in focus for capacity 
augmentation. 

Developer:Opportunity would open up in specialised storage like 
agri- cargo storage, cold storage, air cargo etc.

Occupier: Possibility of getting ready built spaces with desired 
specification, conveniently etc.

12MSME (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises) share ~50% industrial output and ~40% export
13LCP - Land Customs Stations, ICS - Integrated Check Posts

Catalyst for the Future Course
Draft Logistics Policy and its impact                  

The Logistics and Warehousing sector has entered in to growth phase and is continuing to evolve. 
Provision of Infrastructure status towards Logistics and Warehousing Sector escalates the importance 
significantly. And in the next step, a comprehensive Logistics Policy is on the anvil. The government 
defines the country’s logistics sector as highly fragmented. Currently, the sector comprises of 
• four ministries (Railways, Road Transport and Highways, Shipping and Civil Aviation), 
• ~100 Government bodies11, 
• 10,000+ Commodities 
• 12 million employees 

And, the sector operates with several organised and unorganised operators and services providers. 

Through the National 
Logistics Policy, the 

Central Government is 
focusing on development 

of fully integrated 
logistics network with 

modern technology and 
automation
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State Logistics Policy               

In addition to National Logistics Policy, a number of states have initiated state level policy to incentivise logistics development. 
The common objective of these policies are to promote integrated logistics through private investment and convert their inherent 
potential in state economy and local employment. 

Comparison Synopsis

Uttar Pradesh Maharashtra* Karnataka **** Haryana West Bengal** Gujarat*** Madhya Pradesh Chhattisgarh

Enforceability 
of the Policy till 2023 2024 2023 2023 NA 2020 NA 2023

Logistics Area Focus

Logistics Park

Multi Modal 
Logistics Hub

Storage for 
EXIM Cargo

Warehouse

Cold Storage

Technology

Automation 
and Robotics

Employment 
and Skill 
Development

Investor Focus

State 
Sponsored

Public Private 
Partnership

Private 
Sponsored

State Support Proposed 

Last Mile 
Connectivity

Capital 
Subsidy

Stamp Duty/ 
Registration 
Waiver

Interest 
Subsidy

Power Cost 
Saver

Land 
Availability 

Capacity 
Building/ Skill 
Development

To be considered as positive*to be read with Maharashtra Industrial Policy 2019
**the policy document and incentive structure is yet to notified
***Scheme for Assistance to Logistics Park to be read with Gujarat New Industrial Policy 2015
****the policy document is yet to notified

14The policy is not available in soft format Source: State policy



Addressing the Future
Unorganised players: Traditionally, unorganised players dominate the 
sector. Probably a ‘RERA’ like norm applicable to warehousing sector might be 
beneficial to bring in much needed transparency in the developing sector

Poor last mile connectivity: Limited top- grade paved road, lack of 
maintenance, intersections on highways are some of the hurdles at present. It 
is to believe the ‘Sponsored Logistics Fund’ as proposed in the Draft Logistics 
Policy can be utilized in development of the ‘last mile connections’ to large 
warehousing / hub locations of importance

Limited professionalism at human interventions: It is important setting 
up training centre / skill upgradation centres in this domain and they would be 
helpful in easing out the concerns in this spectrum.

Easing out Land Acquisition hurdles: Land acquisition remains as one of 
the major challenges. While the Government has shown proactive measures in 
the recent Union Budget to identify land parcels for this purpose, some more 
steps need to be taken to ease out the concerns around certain local norms 

Monitoring of Execution of the Policy requires special attention: Special 
nodal agency could be there to monitor and evaluate the project progress in a 
time bound manner
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Conclusion
Any Economy survives only when its production seamlessly reach its desired consumer. Logistics, the only sector, which provides the 
channel to act as backbone of this seamless movement. 

The Logistics Sector become complex in its lifecycle. When point of production and consumption share common vicinity, the logistics 
sector follows very simple and used to follow a straight and simple distribution chain. Over the time, production point consolidate 
and concentrate at a location considering feasibility and viability in terms of investment, production capacity and revenue 
opportunity. In today’s economic scenario, expanded geographical spread of the consumers escalates complexity of the logistics and 
appropriate supply chain planning becomes more and more important. 

The current complexity of the sector deserves infrastructure support and policy intervention. Indian Logistics Sector is on its way to 
provide improved infrastructure in terms of Major Infrastructure, Intermediate Logistics Facilities and Storage/ Holding Point. 

Major Infrastructure: The major logistics component which provides platform for movement of cargo from production point to 
consumption point. 

Port

Warehouse

Aviation 

Cold Storage

Rail 

SEZ/ FTWZ

Road

Silo

Indian Logistics Sector is quite familiar in development and operation of similar facilities supported by formal policy intervention. To 
achieve India’s aim to become global production hub, more of such facilities needs to be developed.  

This paper describes effort of the Government of India to improvise these key infrastructures over the last decades

Warehouse is now one of the pre-dominant real estate asset class for India Logistics Sector. Recent government policy starts showing 
its effort to develop more and more private investment in Cold Chain facility for perishable cargo, free trade zones for foreign cargo 
and appropriate storage for bulk cargos and agriculture produces. 

Intermediate Logistics Facility: The facilities which helps to consolidate cargo for increasing efficiency in compliance process, 
reaching economic quantity/ volume and availing low cost modal transport.  

Private Freight 
Terminal 

Container Freight Station/ 
Inland Container Depot 

Waterways 
Terminal

Storage/ Holding Point: This is last point in logistics value chain before reaching towards its consumers. Efficient storage with modern 
facilities and dedicated technical parameters are essential to reach its consumers in time bound manner and maintaining its quality.

Indian Logistics moving towards an integration phase and in coming days, the economy, is 
going to attract more investment from various private investors as Indian Logistics sector has 
immense potential to connect each consumer at every corner of the country. 
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Considering the huge potential in Indian Logistics, JLL India initiates its new venture in the field of 
Port, Airport and Global Infrastructure. Globally, a dedicated platform named as “PAGI” which has 
its vision “To bring an insider’s knowledge of the trends, challenges and opportunities surrounding 
today’s seaport and airport developments; to deliver laser-focused services to maritime and 
aviation related occupiers; to provide a marketing platform which offers global connectivity to large 
scale client projects.” 

Creating a convergence with global experience and in depth knowledge in Indian Logistics Sector, 
JLL India is launching its PAGI Wing under Industrial Services with dedicated team of experts. This 
wing will be operational in India and its neighboring countries like Sri Lanka, Bangladesh. 

Key focus area of this initiative shall include all hinterland logistics infrastructure with multimodal 
connectivity (linked with road, inland waterways, port, airport and rail). 

Launching - Port, Airports and 
Global Infrastructure (PAGI)

Key services for this new venture shall be: Key assets class covered under this initiatives are:

Project Marketing

Location Advisory Service

Land Transaction Service

Disposition and asset strategy

Tenant Representation

Capital Market Transaction

Supply Chain Planning and Consulting 
study (excluding technical, legal, 
manufacturing process aspects)

Multi Modal Logistics Park/ Zone, 

Private Freight Terminal, 

SEZ and FTWZ, 

Warehouses

Industrial Zone/ Park, 

Cold storage/ chain facilities 

Container Freight Station/ Inland 
Container Depot, 
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The Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport International is the leading 
professional body associated with logistics and transport globally. With over 33,000 
members in over 100 countries worldwide, CILT holds unparalleled professional 
international recognition. Established in 1919 and received the Royal Charter in 
1926, the Institute has an exciting history behind it, but is always adapting in ways 
consistent with current logistics and transport issues globally. In India, CILT was 
started in 1987 with headquarters in New Delhi, it was upgraded to a territory 
status and established as a National Council in March 1998. The National Council 
has independent authority to manage Institute affairs of CILT (India) and elects 
members in accordance with qualification requirements in respect of education 
and transport experience which are laid down by the International Council of 
the Institute. CILT India has practicing logistics professional and academicians 
as members besides more than 40 corporate members. CILT India acts as a 
knowledge disseminator and an independent influential voice on all issues related 
to the Indian Logistics and Transport sector. CILT India has attained landmark 
achievement by signing an MoU with the Department of Logistics, Ministry of 
Commerce & Industry, Government of India and the Chairman is also a Member of 
the Governing Council of the Logistics Skill Council.

CILT India Expo 2019 is a premier transport and logistics event organised by 
the Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport - India in association with the 
Exhibitions India Group, a leading trade promotion organisation. The two-day 
expo brings together all modes of transport, including road, rail, air, sea and 
inland waterways, in addition to logistics, warehousing, supply/cold chain, freight 
forwarders, etc. It will see participation from PSUs/government enterprises 
alongside private players from varied fields such as agribusiness, automotive, 
construction, energy, e-commerce, multi-modal logistics operators, passenger 
mobility & hospitality, IT solution providers, warehousing, etc.
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